What does public art teach us? Although the meaning of any artwork is not directly received but instead refracted by people's personal responses, experiences and understandings, it can be argued that the artwork plays a pedagogical role. Public art teaches us in two ways, firstly, through the narratives and knowledge it projects and secondly, through its authorship and placement it teaches us who has the right and the power to place art in public space. Furthermore in the instance of permanent public art, duration and time endorse, and normalise these narratives and pedagogical meanings. This article utilises this perspective to explore how community involvement in the making of permanent public art might create a different type of pedagogy through providing opportunities to offer other narratives to its audience and a more democratic alternative to the authorship of art in public space. Within the concept of cultural democracy, these artworks not only enable community members to individually express themselves in public space, but also to collaboratively produce meaning and knowledge in public space. his article explores the idea that permanent public art has a pedagogical role and that this exists in two areas the subject matter and narratives offered by the artwork and also a pedagogy about whose role it is to facilitate author and place artwork in public space e g commissioners artists community raise concerns about the pedagogical meaning of per manent public art and the inclusion or exclusion of different genres of art in its discourse ommunity involvement in making permanent public art is a practice that invokes cultural democracy both in the process of making the work and the physical outcome of the art ob ject t has a capacity for creating different types of pedagogy through providing other narra tives his perspective stems from my experience as an artist who has worked with commu nity groups and schools to make permanent public artworks for many years and also voices my concern for the need for research in this area which brings together theory of community participation in making art with that of permanent public art here is a lack of research into the practice of community participation in making permanent public artwork its mean ing outcomes and pedagogy here is more to learn about how community participation in making contributes to our understanding of public art and what we learn in public spaces
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What is Public Art?
he term public art is leashed in a strange space between the art world architecture and landscape t can be broadly defined as permanent or temporary artworks on sites that have open public access and are located outside museums and galleries ebracki n est ern culture public art became popular in the late twentieth century following the memorial movement after the irst orld ar olsworth and its advent as art and use as polit ical ideography iles after the econd orld ar ebracki his is evidenced in the host of memorials and artworks that were erected all over the world to commemorate lost lives and to confirm national political ideology including democracy and communism n the in the creation of the ational ndowment for the rts rt in ublic lac es program is cited as the probable beginnings of public art as we know it today artiere illis n ustralia public art commissioning has become largely the domain of local councils and the few organisations that manage public spaces such as roads and waterways and generally refers to artworks that are officially placed in public space artiere illis azakerley ublic art also claims many roles and functions-and these are largely devised by the planners and creators of public art and rarely the public ebracki ts purposes in clude urban revitalisation ollock harp economic development chuermans et al the attraction of tourists and investors to the area chuermans et al so cial benefits such as civic pride social interaction a sense of community and local identity chuermans et al or the public good olsworth hese ideas are evident in many council and government policies and guidelines lso evident in many policies is a growing trend to justify funding of permanent public art in terms of economics and indus try reative ictoria eeping in mind that public art has its origins in ideological purposes that of consolidating a particular version of history and a set of values and many of these works are permanent and remain prominent in our urban landscapes and part of our heritage we might well ask what is the ideological purpose of public art now ften traditional ideas about art objects are part of public art discourse ablik for example public artworks are often celebrated as the works of renowned artists and as part of a city s public art collection for a good example of this read the uckland ity ouncil ublic rt olicy ublic art generally differs from an artist s studio practice because it is caught in a web of stakeholders being formed by committees the needs and desires of individuals in positions of power to commission it and the pressure to engage or consult with the local community ar from working in a traditional autonomous art practice artists working in public space have multiple and often complex roles hillips he artists who work on commissions need to work in collaboration with architects engineers and a committee and their work is made to serve a specific purpose which has left the idea of public art practice open to much criticism olsworth t is very difficult if not impossible to develop a legal art practice through which you can work and develop your ideas in public space
My Experience of Community Participation
am situated in my research by my practice as an artist who works with communities to make permanent artworks out of hand made ceramics and mosaic work mostly with schools and kindergartens to make artworks where everyone contributes to the making and in these set tings this collaborative process seems a common sense and natural thing to do also initiate my own collaborative art projects with communities which attempt to document a broad range of experiences values and stories ut rarely have the opportunity to do these sorts of works on a larger scale or outside of educational environments derive the meaning of making permanent artworks with communities from the initial reasons offered by those who employ me my experiences with the community during the making of the work and the feedback recieve afterwards have experienced this type of collaboration as a powerful way of developing and expressing community ownership values and identity rom this experience see two functions emerging on one hand it pays atten tion to and represents individuals and diversity but at the same time through the collabora tive process of making the art it develops and celebrates community hese polarities of the individual and the community are both represented
Community Engagement and Public Art
he focus on community participation in cultural initiatives is increasingly on the agenda in arts funding guidelines and policy ebracki here is an interest in how participating in arts and cultural activity intersects with other areas of public concern including education health and well being community identity and development Stage Two Report, Social Impacts of Participation in the Arts and Cultural Activities ommonwealth of ustralia his interest in participation community identity and ownership of public space is also evident in many documents such as guidelines statements and policies of local councils and national and state art departments and organisations ollock and harp owever there seems to be a differentiation that regards community participation as useful in ephemeral projects and activities but not appropriate for larger permanent public art commissions arger public art commissions usually include community consultation but not participation in making the artwork n actuality many examples of small scale permanent projects exist that involve community members as makers hese projects can be found in parks schools and commu nity centres but are rarely described as public artworks recorded on council websites as part of their public art collection entered into the history of public artworks or documented and theorised in academic literature y argument and research however is more interested in why and how communi ty made permanent public artworks are absent from the discourse about public art and when community making is included in this discourse it is relegated to the ephemeral temporary or short term projects he term community art provides a way to catch community par ticipation as a good process and to ignore the value and phenomenon of community partic ipating in making permanent public art objects nfortunately most theorising of community participation in making does not address concepts of permanence and what this means nor the pedagogical roles of the work both as process and end product y research explores permanent public artworks made by com munity within the discourse of permanent public art his is important because we need to explore what community participation in making permanent public artwork can offer and contribute to our understanding of public art and what we learn in public spaces Current Theorising of 'Participation' n estern art culture there is a current push for participation in both local government and institutional arts policies ollock harp elbourne ity ouncil t the same time there is a parallel turning towards the audience and participation by some areas of contemporary art practice hese approaches which emerged from the s onwards are described in various conceptual frameworks include he ocial urn ishop oros ew enre ublic rt acy elational esthetics ourriaud ialogical esthetics ester ialogue based ublic rt inkelpearl ew ituationism oherty or patial esthetics apastergiadis hese theoretical stances share a common interest in process using public space and the involvement of the audience or public as part of the work ith the emphasis on participation and the de emphasis of object based work acob this philosophy champions community participation but it tends not to include permanent public art oth ate rehan and ark awes discuss the impact of community involvement in making as an alternative to consultation but neither refer to permanent artworks here are many case studies and reports of ephemeral partici patory public artworks acy ishop eyes but very few about permanent works made by communities laire ishop asserts that both governmental policy on participation and the new social art use the same rhetoric oanne harp agrees that public art s use of participa tion as a tool for urban renewal reflects the influence of new genre public art approaches which privilege art as process over art as product p ut ollock and harp ex press their concerns about the rhetoric of participation pointing out that through processes of consultation and token participation communities may become increasingly aware of their powerlessness to affect their environment ccording to rnstein consultation is ranked as tokenism aul eill suggests that although participatory art does not often place empha sis on the end product it is this end product which is often documented written about and experienced his dilemma of object versus process as explicated in contemporary participa tory movements remains an area that needs further interrogation particularly since partici patory practice more often than not leads to ephemeral or short lived works and permanent artworks tend to involve consultation or participation in design of the artwork but not actual participation in the making t s like there is a divide an imaginary sweeper that relegates the artwork as either a permanent public artwork or a participatory non permanent object f the artwork is both community made and permanent public then it becomes called community art not public art his perhaps unintentional act of making community made artworks into not public art also makes them less important and powerful irstly it takes people out of the equation as possible makers of the permanent or durational visual imaginary in their public space and secondly it informs us that un trained or un professionals can t make art that s worthy of being permanent in public space f they do participate in a community made artwork this is referred to as community art instead of public art ittle choice remains if you do want to make your mark in public space except to do it illegally s alsey and oung suggest n creasingly the ability to legitimately that is legally leave one s mark is becoming directly related to one s capacity to buy or rent space p Figure : Intermeshing, Debbie Qadri,
Public Pedagogy
ublic art creates knowledge and learning in public space and it can challenge or confirm particular cultural narratives he audience may choose to receive these ideas or not he idea of public pedagogy offers a position from which to speculate about the role of public art n this paper am focusing on the intermeshing of three things visual public imagery and how permanence and duration add power to the artwork and its means of conveying mes sages to more people community participation in making and the concepts of public pedagogy and cultural democracy ut after the work is made in public space it takes on yet another life of its own in which new meaning is developed by the audience am very interested in this two fold action of the artwork n one hand it creates meaning whilst being made by a community and then on the other it creates a second stage of meaning as a permanent artwork in public space Communication espite the intentions of its commissioners and makers art objects say different things to different people and it is difficult to generalise how and what they say articular to art is its openness to interpretation e cannot all experience art in the same way-its meanings are refracted by our own experiences and understandings ach person s interpretation and response to an artwork is different and may not be even knowable to themselves hen we approach an artwork we may have no inkling of its history and purpose ithout its context what can the artwork tell us hat knowledge and understanding does it impart to the audi Figure : The Two-Fold Action Of The Artwork, Debbie Quadri, . On the one hand it creates meaning whilst being made by a community and on the other, it creates a second stage of meaning as a permanent artwork in public space (Quadri ).
ence ow is an object absorbed and its meanings transferred chuermans oopmans and andenabeele suggest there is a problem in that the actual agency of public art-that what happens when art is out there in public space-is barely understood p ven in the absence of answers it is important that we consider these questions ichel de erteau suggests we are not just consumers instead we pick and choose adjust and manipulate things-we are users e is interested in the secondary production how those who are not the makers use the image erteau p xiv his has to be kept in the back of our minds that though the purposes of making particular public artworks might be identified this does not prescribe their meaning after they are placed into public space he artwork has a communication advantage when it is made by a local community as it means they can develop the meaning of the work and create dialogue about the work as they are making it fterwards when the work sits in public space there is a contextual dialogue already circulating about the meaning and making of the work and how this is couched in the artwork s location
Broadened Definitions
hen we talk about public art we tend to think about official and sanctioned public art that gets commissioned and installed by those who are in a position of power and have the responsibility of placing art in public space n many public art policies written by councils the definition of public art is quite clearly articulated as only commissioned and permissioned work his is the type of definition often found in guidelines and policies so that the term public art becomes defined by the official bodies that make it t creates a circular turn like a snake eating its own tail a creature that doesn t need to consider the outside world when it has its own tail to eat raffiti is often clearly discussed as not public art owever a broader definition of pub lic art would consider how permanent commissioned public art sits within the wider field of art practices that occur in public space such as community art and interventions uch of this practice is not brought into the same contexts as the official public art but nevertheless is public art and has a strong relationship with official versions of public art ermanent pub lic art is not placed into public space without the knowledge or effects of these other genres or example when a permanent public artwork is commissioned graffiti is acknowledged and included in the process as the designers propose how the artwork will withstand or avoid being vandalised by graffiti ther forms of art in public space though illegal or un commissioned reside in the same spaces and are often made using the same materials owever the discourse of public art shouldn t differentiate commissioned work from street art graffiti tagging throw ups craftivism guerrilla kindness murals artworks by community members ephemeral works and the visual imagery of advertising hese genres are sometimes utilised in permanent public art commissioning for example a mural might be spray painted or yarn bombers hired by a council to decorate an area or craftivists commissioned to make community engaged ephemeral artworks here is a fluid interaction with different genres moving in and out of the public space over time and into permission commission intervention and illegality see this as a push and pull scenario as a space of tension and interaction where permanent public art might sit importantly in the middle as it is the official art of public space but be tugged to and fro by the other genres around it ommissioned permanent public art could be perceived as the most powerful player if budget size and duration give an artwork more power to make meaning for itself but its adversaries are plentiful and resilient and often offer more compelling politics or narratives e often witness perforations and permutations of these separate categories for example when a street art mural becomes permanent Keith Haring Mural ollingwood elbourne or when artworks made by communities are large permanent and public The Tree Project icotria The Great Wall of St Kilda elbourne ome artworks are considered important to retain and have been in prominent positions for decades or centuries whilst others more fleeting like graffiti may present strong visual imagery because of their persistence in rep etition and claiming short lived but great amounts of physical space iterature on public art usually addresses one particular field of art in public space with little reference to the others and this wider web of practice is rarely considered as a whole here is an opportunity for more attention to be given to the interaction between these fields or genres in public space and how they interact y perspective of community participation in making permanent public art is as a positive action for delivering meaning under the flag of cultural democracy nvolving people in the making is a step towards ensuring that the meaning of the work resonates with a larger group of people and creates an opportunity for dialogue created by the work to move into the local community ot always but often community made artworks include others they make visual the narratives and meanings that are often absent from this landscape and enable the spirit of positive discrimination ost importantly they have the capacity to do this f you approach public art through the perspectives of critical theory feminism or post colonial theory you can find many things to criticise about public art particularly in its early twentieth century appearance as memorials to great men events and role in support of political agendas t has been argued that public art has the ability to communicate ideology ermanent artworks are powerful because they endure over long periods of time and can create inform and shape narratives of history and culture ublic art plays a role in informal education as a form of public pedagogy particularly in its enactment of citizenship within public space and as an educative arena in which norms of public space and dominant social discourse are challenged andlin et al atricia hillips claims that public art s position outside general art history provides it with a border condition from where it can frame and foster a discussion of community and culture and provide a view of the relation between institutionalised culture and participa tory democracy hillips p ikewise endell p suggests that public art has a possibility as a critical spatial practice to work in relation to dominant ideologies but at the same time question them hantal ouffe p situates the work of artists in public space as a crucial dimension to democracy in that they disrupt the smooth image that corporate capitalism is trying to spread they play an important role in subverting dominant hegemony and they contribute to the construction of new subjectivities his is an opti mistic view in which short term small mainly ephemeral works that appear in public space are figuratively hurled against the larger and longitudinal visual proponents of public space -permanent bronze colonial statues national war memorials enlarged examples of high art by famous people art married to architecture and an ongoing visual stream and now digital streaming of billboard advertising ublic art also highlights issues about the ownership control of and rights to public space ny artwork outside the private home has to contend with a negotiation about how it is placed in that space hether commissioned un commissioned intervention paste up stencil guerrilla kindness throw ups tagging murals ephemeral installations yarn bomb ing dvertising imagery often has to negotiate its way in the space financially and has to be approved by authorities that have control over the space
Positive Action
hilst not negating public art and sculpture made by artists it is useful to contemplate the types of narratives they offer ne of the narratives is that public art should be made by art ists hat do public artworks where communities have been involved in the making offer as an alternative rimarily they offer a collaborative attitude to making historical objects hese works are evidence of people working together and agreeing on a communal voice or presenting many different voices hey also offer the possibility of the choice to repre sent individual community members and their ideas in public space xamples of artworks made by community can include many voices such as the Great Wall of St Kilda t ilda elbourne the Great Wall of Los Angeles orth ollywood the work of the hicago ublic rt roup and the elfast urals hese artworks place importance on the ideas and contributions of local people in the meaning of the artwork but also the exaltation of the ordinary citizen to the status of someone whose voice and creative efforts are important ikewise my approach to public pedagogy does not involve pointing out the way existing public art supports particular narratives but instead takes a positive approach in a manner similar to ara awrence ightfoot s search for what is good and healthy awrence ight foot offmann avis p urthermore chuermans et al p deviate from the dominant analytical approach to public pedagogy in focusing on the study of media popular culture and society as educative forces hey draw from literature that aims at delib erative active political interventions in society and emphasise that there is educational work to be done in and for the public sphere hey suggest they are encouraged to shift their focus from the artists and artworks per se toward the way audiences engage with art chuermans et al p heir theory stresses action in preference to analysing the past use the idea of public pedagogy as a vehicle to explain public art as a participant in expressing cultur al knowledge ts various genres converse or argue with each other see the permanent public artworks that make with community members and writing about this genre of artwork as the type of action that chuermans et al encourage he intent of this article has been to open up the ideas of public artworks as players in pedagogy here is a need to balance the durational power of official public art with perma nent participatory and collaborative works hese can offer other narratives and knowledge in public space onsidering the role art plays in public pedagogy further research is warranted in the areas of community involvement as makers of permanent public art Notes any of the policy references in this article are ustralian and this reflects my current re search using three case studies located in ustralia his article is concerned with public art discourse within estern ulture and particularly ustralia feel that the issues that the article raises have something to contribute to the global discourse of public art but also rec ognise the arguments are biased towards a very local experience and research site ommunity participation in making art has been theorised as part of the community arts movement in the s s mainly across the anada ngland reland and us tralia ontributors to academic literature in this movement include aye awkins avid hrosby irby wen elly ony ennet andy itzgerald iven the limited scope of this essay this history and theory has not been explored here but certainly has much to offer in terms of knowledge about what community participation is and does Acknowledgment would like to especially thank the referees who commented on my paper and directed me to further reading considerations and revisions as found them very useful would also like to acknowledge my h supervisors r ark elkrig and rofessor aureen yan who have contributed to the research journey that this paper emerged from 
